The state of The Saint
By Rayna Kashkush and Laura Pirolli
The Saint Reporter and News Editor

Nothing worse than a state capital damper on the previously upbeat architecture. Are Student Senate's unallocated funds, the rest of the year.
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Yup, we're still here.

>> NEWS
Equality bake sale
2 The Saint has everything you need to get your friends to the Hubbard IDema Women's Studies Extravaganza. We have a list of places where you can find some tasty treats.

World News
3 Staff writer Matt Hyde brings you up to date on news in the world at large.

>> CULTURE
Film Festival
6 This year's Chiaroscuro International Film Festival features some upcoming movies. There's still time to catch a few before the festival is over.

Heartthrob
6 Saint Reporter Paris Close renews her love for Tegan and Sara's latest album.

>> SPORTS
Basketball
7 The men's and women's basketball teams are going strong this season.

AQ Bowling
7 Bowling teams finish strong in every season. Read how they did inside.
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Aquinas: Coca-Cola continues campus-wide winter party

"It will be the new campus party to replace the 'Make Up Party' party that was held in the fall," said Geesin. "People will be having a good time drinking, dancing and eating. The event will be held in February at St. Bonaventure Hall at Sacred Heart University." 

No guns show here

Laura farrelly / News editor

I have never shot a gun. To my knowledge, I have not even held a gun. I know that there are people who are completely comfortable holding guns and fully understand the layers of regulations and laws surrounding their ownership and use. I understand that the Second Amendment guarantees that we have the right to own a gun for protection. I also understand that, for many people, the thought of being without a gun is terrifying. I know that there are people who feel that their lives would be much safer if they were able to carry a gun. I understand that, for many people, the thought of a criminal or someone who wants to do them harm is a constant worry. I understand that, for many people, the thought of being without a gun is terrifying. I know that there are people who feel that their lives would be much safer if they were able to carry a gun. I understand that, for many people, the thought of a criminal or someone who wants to do them harm is a constant worry.

The fact remains that, for many people, the thought of being without a gun is terrifying. I know that there are people who feel that their lives would be much safer if they were able to carry a gun. I understand that, for many people, the thought of a criminal or someone who wants to do them harm is a constant worry. I understand that, for many people, the thought of being without a gun is terrifying. I know that there are people who feel that their lives would be much safer if they were able to carry a gun. I understand that, for many people, the thought of a criminal or someone who wants to do them harm is a constant worry. I understand that, for many people, the thought of being without a gun is terrifying. I know that there are people who feel that their lives would be much safer if they were able to carry a gun. I understand that, for many people, the thought of a criminal or someone who wants to do them harm is a constant worry.

**A POLICE REPORT DETAILS CONDITIONS RIGHT OUT OF CSI**

Women's health center closes its doors

Muskogee Women's health clinic closes after building made an effort to promote peace.

Grande Rapids Spectrum Health creates new job shadow program

A medical facility known for doing abortion procedures in Michigan is closing its doors on December 26. After years of struggle with the hospital run by the Michigan Women's Center of Grand Rapids, the facility is being closed in response to a new law that would have required it to shut down immediately by the end of the month.

The building was not occupied and entered into again until January 15, the building's owner, Dave Johnson, and reporters from the GR Press Enterprise and the Michigan Miuretted the closed-office clinic last week. There was no one present, though, so a police officer alongside cleanup crews.

The building had the electricity released to the Michigan Women's Center due to a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit that, according to the lawsuit, the building was turned off as it is being made illegal to perform abortions.

Joseph P. Farrelly / News editor

Unfortunately, the new year has brought much violence and tragedy not just in Grand Rapids. And around the world. The past year was filled with horrific events. Just last month, a gunman opened a five-year-old boy's head at a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. A suspect at least 17 others were killed at a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. A suspect was arrested and charged with first-degree murder and attempted murder.

The suspect, who said he was targeting Sikhs, was taken into custody after a brief standoff. The suspect reportedly had a list of targets, including a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. The suspect then fled to a nearby gas station, where he was shot dead by police officers.

The suspect, who said he was targeting Sikhs, was taken into custody after a brief standoff. The suspect reportedly had a list of targets, including a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. The suspect then fled to a nearby gas station, where he was shot dead by police officers.

 Violence sparks in Grand Rapids, worldwide

Laura Farrelly / News editor

The Saint Report

The violence that has been on the rise in Grand Rapids in the last year. In 2012, there were 170 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2013, there were 150 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2014, there were 130 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2015, there were 110 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2016, there were 90 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2017, there were 70 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2018, there were 50 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2019, there were 30 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since. In 2020, there were 10 reported crimes in Grand Rapids, and the numbers have been declining ever since.
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Women in combat

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta announces lift in women in combat roles in the United States military

By Maya Money - The Saint Reporter

January 3, 2013

WASHINGTON, D.C. — After a long wait, a ban on a fight that would otherwise prevent women from joining the military combat arms has been lifted.

The Pentagon is expected to allow women to serve in combat roles by the end of the year, according to a Defense Department statement.

Panetta announced that the ban, which had been in place since 1993, would be lifted, and that women would be allowed to serve in all military combat roles.

The move came after a long campaign by women's rights groups, who argued that the ban was outdated and discriminatory.

President Obama had previously called for the ban to be lifted, and had expressed his support for women's rights.

In a statement, Panetta said that the decision was based on the recommendation of the military's top commanders, who had determined that women could serve in all combat roles.

The statement added that the decision was a result of extensive planning and consultation, and that the military would provide training and support for women as they entered combat roles.

Panetta also noted that the decision was in line with the nation's values of equality and justice.

The decision was met with mixed reactions by members of the military and the public.

Some praised the move as a step forward in gender equality, while others expressed concern about the impact on combat readiness and the safety of soldiers.

In a statement, the American Medical Association said that the decision was a positive step, but that more research was needed to fully understand the impact on health and safety.

The American Legion, a veterans' organization, said that the decision was a good one, but that more effort was needed to ensure the safety of soldiers.

Panetta's announcement came as the United States was preparing to deploy more troops to Afghanistan, and as the country continued to withdraw forces from Iraq.

The move was seen as an important step in the process of transitioning out of Afghanistan, and as a sign of the military's commitment to improving gender equality.

Panetta also noted that the decision was in line with the nation's values of equality and justice. He said that the military would continue to work to ensure that all soldiers, regardless of gender, are treated with dignity and respect.

The decision was met with mixed reactions by members of the military and the public.

Some praised the move as a step forward in gender equality, while others expressed concern about the impact on combat readiness and the safety of soldiers.
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In a statement, the American Medical Association said that the decision was a positive step, but that more research was needed to fully understand the impact on health and safety.
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Letters to the Editor

Hello editors,

Long time reader, first time letter writer here. There was a brief moment where I was about to broadcast this to the editor in a previous issue of your fine publication and decided to attempt to fill this gap in the only way I know how, with this small note. I am writing this letter with the hope that in taking this opportunity to openly share my opinion, I will be heard as a part of the "State of the Saint" in a manner of speaking.

Yes, I have noticed that the paper you worked masterfully misses at quite some time and entered from its usual hiatus being well-read and noticeably lighter, like a person retreating to Michigan after spending New Year's Tahle. While just wondering when a more up-to-date paper will arrive. Tracy Brice

Hello Tracy,

Our editing staff thanks you for writing

By Hand Kyle Hyde

St. Thomas, for having a birthday with cake;

Commercials, for being more entertaining than the Super Bowl, as usual;

30 Rock, for a phenomenal seven seasons;

The Aquinas College Alumni Association, for all the excellent work they do to help alumni and students alike.

Unnecessary group work;

The Academy, for snubbing Ben Affleck and Kathryn Bigelow;

DeWitt Abbey, for breaking our hearts;

Sports scandals, for turning real life into an episode of Curb Your Enthusiasm;

People who lack faith in Beyonce's vocal skills;

Hackers that ruin our Twitter accounts;

The Superdome, for faulty wiring;

McNuggets, for being made of 50% meat.

By Lianne Crouthers

And as for your courses over our current break, perhaps you've been given to your instructor or professor to correct your errors, and you're not aware of it. My professor did not correct my errors, and I still wonder if the teacher was grading on a curve, or if the teacher was just too busy with grading other students.

By Stephanie Giluk

It is always regrettable when tragedies strike. Whether it is the collapse of a building, the death of a child, or the ending of a relationship, it is always a difficult time. I have always wondered who is responsible for that? I can't imagine that they are responsible for that. I am more interested in the problem at hand.

Before the details were even fully rushed out to the public. I will be in the midst of a political position, di, news channel, and Facebook. The part that is needed also. I actually read about the attack via social media before I read the specifics and made comments. People were already getting in line before I knew the specifics of the story. And mental health. It is unfortunate that people don't even wait until the victims are not upset with each other about the mass shooting; it is going to be a bad year for the victims of the shooting; it is going to be a bad year for the scroll; it is going to be a bad year for the victims who killed people. They were using the inopportune time to fight for their ideals, schematically capitalize on the situation.

By Dr. Dan Brooks

Membership to the Saint has been voluntarily for the past 10 years. It is required to purchase an subscription, reenrolling and quarterly cornet students subscription. The Saint is a distributed by students at Aquinas College and in the surrounding community. For us to continue to provide an open forum for ideas, ideas and concerns of the Aquinas community.
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All letters must include a signature, typed or handwritten, and be a phone number for the sake of verification. The Saint reserves the right to edit the letter based on content, punctuation, length and style issues. Letters should not exceed 300 words. The Saint reserves the right to edit the letter and will not accept letters to the editor over the phone.
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Current obsessions

stephanie carlson

My most recent television obsession is the British drama Downton Abbey, currently in its third glorious and gripping season. (Seasons, créee, as Juliet Rickman, follows the Crawley family and their servants in the early 20th century, depicting the complex social hierarchies at play between the upper and lower strata of British society. It's really also compelling, even if it is about a rich family and the finer points of social intrigues you at all, but

Warm Bodies will warm your zombified heart.

By Call Kits

Warm Bodies, a bashariatic comical love story with a zombie as its lead character, is a nice change from the usual brain-eating, blood-sucking, monster films.

Lately, dead teenager R (Nicholas Hoult) has woken from the grave and is on a quest to eat the living. While traveling through the (racially a tape video high enough to appreciate the fact that he is the best to subdue his stay of Downton. The audience wonders how on earth is steeped in Celtic musical instruments. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs. The song is a snapshot of a dysfunctional family’s traditional holiday motifs.

Argo likely to upset Spielberg; Academy has itself to blame

Saint Reporters Ian MacNeill weighs in on this year’s Oscar race

By Stephen Wolput

When people hear the term push punk, they usually imagine power chord heavy music with visually striking hair. This song is a mashup of punk and hip-hop. It is a short track hints that are screamed rather than sang. This myopic view power chord heavy music with restaurant, the Lee of Downton. Lincoln’s but it isn’t the strongest to

Books: You can live like Gatsby

Author F. Scott Fitzgerald’s famous Harlem home, where he and his wife Zelda lived and entertained for a while. According to J. A. Poniatowski, you could breathe the same air Fitzgerald breathed when he was writing his novel, The Great Gatsby.

Television: You can’t escape reality TV

This is bringing back the ‘90s — the style, the music, everything. The whole genre was so popular at the time, so it’s a nostalgic trip.

Music: Member of band Pussy Riot in the hospital

Sasha Voevodina, member of the punk band Pussy Riot, was hospitalized after a massive stroke. She is currently recovering at a private hospital near her home in Moscow. The band’s spokesperson has confirmed that the stroke occurred on October 23 after the band’s performance against Russian President Vladimir Putin.

In the spotlight

For more award season analysis, also check out the Department of Food, Fashion, and Society’s Party with fancy food, fancy clothes, and fancy awards. This year’s event begins at 7 p.m. in the Jos. Head Hilton on Sunday, February 24, 2013.
The Impossible is one of the best movies of the year.

by Sarah Pfeiffer
The Saint Reporter
The black and grey monochrome aesthetic of the 1970s period film, *The Impossible*, directed by Juan Antonio Bayona, impresses with its knack for creating intimate songs, delivering the same relentless passion. The plot, however, is dark and tense, and the audience is left with a sense of dread.

Although not a major point in the film, the ending is a triumph of man over nature. The film, based on the true story of theipients of the power of Mother Nature, depicts the survival of a family in the aftermath of a massive natural disaster. The audience is left with a sense of hope and resilience.

The Impossible is one of the best movies of the year.
Jim and John Harbough after the game really exciting and the wasn't the victorious one, which Both teams came out ready to win Ravens the 28-6 lead early in the watching this Super Bowl at halftime this year just because the Ravens. The Ravens then proceeded to win and he came as close as he and was able to walk away with his was named MVP. I agreed with this The affection shown between this sibling rivalry was greatly and was the only reason I chose to cheer for was senior Taelor Sanders. We have shown in their play throughout this team has been impressive and it has been determined that Armstrong was not the cheerful person that everyone thought he was.

The Aquinas women's basketball team has had an impressive last week in January. Beating opponents Loras and Saint Mary's by 21 points has gotten the wheels spinning for the team. The comeback against Loras has been a team effort and it has shown in their play throughout the season. The team has a 13-2 record.

"We didn't have to deal with significant injury. Before the season, we weren't sure if we were going to lose Treyley Kennedy due to an ACL injury and later Taylor Sanders. We have key players. This team has been very competitive and they continue to work hard," said head coach Linda Nash.

"The leadership of seniors, Liz Jewell, Tieran Armstrong, Lauren Hurley, Ashley Cano, and Sherry Carter has played a significant role in the performance of this team.

"As a conference play winds down, we are trying to win enough games as a team in a position to make the NCAA tournament. Once we make the Conference Playoffs, we have three games to qualify for the NCAA Tournament. The seniors are going to do it, and they are great leaders in the classroom and on the court." The women's next game is tonight at Converse University at 7 p.m.

The Griffins host NHL prospects

During the NHL season, former Aquinas student and NHL prospect Connor McCane drives the ball down the court in a home game against Northwestern (Ohio) last Saturday.

The Aquinas Golden Griffins bowling teams finished the regular season with a 9-5 record. They are tied for fourth in the MAAC standings and are going to bowl for free.

In a Dr. Phil interview, Tuiasosopo says that she was the only one who made up the story, and that her reason for it was to cover her wrongdoing. However, some are still questioning Te'o's supposed relationship with Manti. Did Te'o have anything to do with the hoax? The pair has an online relationship, when he had never seen her?

Te'o's reluctance or some also suggest that Tuiasosopo. Kekua and the two had an online relationship when he had never seen her.

Leading the defense: Sophomore Connor McCane drives the ball down the court in a game against Northwestern (Ohio) last Saturday.

Men's and women's basketball teams hold high hopes

By Brian Kalchik

The Aquinas men's and women's basketball teams finished the regular season with a 9-5 record. They are tied for fourth in the MAAC standings and are going to bowl for free.

The Aquinas women's basketball team has had an impressive last week in January. Beating opponents Loras and Saint Mary's by 21 points has gotten the wheels spinning for the team. The comeback against Loras has been a team effort and it has shown in their play throughout the season. The team has a 13-2 record.

"We didn't have to deal with significant injury. Before the season, we weren't sure if we were going to lose Treyley Kennedy due to an ACL injury and later Taylor Sanders. We have key players. This team has been very competitive and they continue to work hard," said head coach Linda Nash.

"The leadership of seniors, Liz Jewell, Tieran Armstrong, Lauren Hurley, Ashley Cano, and Sherry Carter has played a significant role in the performance of this team.

"As a conference play winds down, we are trying to win enough games as a team in a position to make the NCAA tournament. Once we make the Conference Playoffs, we have three games to qualify for the NCAA Tournament. The seniors are going to do it, and they are great leaders in the classroom and on the court."

The women's next game is tonight at Converse University at 7 p.m.

The men's team is also coming off of an impressive win against Marygrove. Leading the scoring charge was Zach Siedzik who scored 17 points in the 46-40 win for the Saints. The chemistry has been great in Preseason and he has come up with some big plays.

"With a lot of new faces on our team this year, we are still trying to find our chemistry." We got together a few times this past week to work on the plays that we have and theSaints are ready for the season. Throughout the year, we have really developed a family," said junior Jon Homak. "Every guy is not just a good person and we are there for each other no matter what the situation. There isn't a guy in this program that the team doesn't care. I don't know if I ever cared for them or shown something to each other and that is not a bad thing."

The Griffins are currently holding their second straight streak during the first weekend of the season. They have a 4-2 record and are on the fast track to snag him in the second round, Slomski. "Our goals are to finish strong and get another win," said freshman Andy Karpowicz.

The team chemistry has been superb throughout the year. Throughout the year we have been a team and have a lot of chemistry. The loss of two significant injuries. Before the season we were trying to win enough games to put us in the NCAA tournament. After a long streak of claiming big wins.
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Aquinas men's hockey wraps up first season

By Hillary Najor

The Saint Reporter

Aquinas College defeated Grand Valley University 5-1 last Friday before falling to the Lakers 4-1 on Saturday.

The win was a huge one for the first-year program. Grand Valley is a well-established program, and the win proves the competitiveness among the emerging Saints.

Sophomores Matthew Krykowsk and freshman Cody Edwards and Kyle Jan­

The following Friday, the Pistons lost to the New York Knicks, with Jimmy Howard making 16 saves in the victory. Howard has played solid in net this season.

The Wings followed the win with a 5-3 win against the St. Louis Blues, with Johan Franzen scoring three goals and two assists.

On February 2, Detroit fell to the Columbus Blue Jackets 4-2, with Fran­

Some restrictions apply. Ask a Team Member for details. See store for details.

The win was compounded with the success of the championship team that was a part of the 2004 NBA Championship.

On February 1, the Pistons defeated the Atlanta Hawks, with Kyle Rider scoring 20 points. However, the Pistons followed the win with a two-game losing streak. On January 27, the Pistons defeated the Sacramento Kings, with Brandon Knight leading for the Pistons, scoring 17 points and Tayshaun Prince scoring 11. However, the Pistons followed the win with a two-game losing streak.
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